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ABSTRACT 
 

A structure of the floating-type offshore wind turbine is affected by irregular 
wave and the motion of a structure can cause additional loads to a wind turbine tower. 
The method that minimizes the motion of a structure is needed. A tuned liquid 
damper is a passive damper used to reduce the motion of a high-tall building. 
However, a tuned liquid damper operates for one-direction. We have to consider a 
multi-directional damper which could be applied to floating-type offshore wind turbine 
which is affected by irregularly directional wave. An annular cylindrical sloshing 
damper is expected to reduce the motion of a structure of the floating-type offshore 
wind turbine for multi-direction. This paper deals with experimental study on the 
characteristics of the annular cylindrical sloshing damper. This study confirmed the 
variation of natural frequency according to height of water and showed how to affect 
structures and performance by experiments. Also, this paper indicates mathematical 
theories about the annular cylindrical sloshing damper. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

To protect a building from the earthquake is essential in modern times. In case 
of tall-buildings, passive dampers such as tuned mass damper (TMD) and sloshing 
damper, tuned liquid damper (TLD) and tuned liquid column damper (TLCD), are 
used to make sure of structural stabilities for dynamical loads by earthquake and 
wind (You 2008). Particularly, TLCD is tuned the first sloshing frequency to the first 
natural frequency of the tall-building by adjusting water-height and geometrical 
dimensions of horizontal and vertical tubes and is known that its damping 
performance is better than TLD (Balendra 1995). Similarly to a tall building, in the 
floating-type offshore wind turbine, dynamic loads by wind and wave affect 
substructure of the floating-type offshore wind turbine as it appears Fig. 1. So we 
need to secure structural stabilities (Shin 2011). 
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Fig. 1 A floating (spar-type) offshore wind turbine 

 
However, wind and wave, in the offshore, have irregular characteristics 

(Faltinsen 1990). A structure of the floating-type offshore wind turbine is affected by 
irregular wave and the motion of a structure can cause additional loads to a wind 
turbine tower. Because passive dampers such as rectangular TLD and TLCD operate 
for one-direction, we have to consider a multi-directional damper which could be 
applied to floating-type offshore wind turbine which is affected by irregularly 
directional wave and wind. Now that, this paper will present the new-type sloshing 
damper. It is an annular cylindrical sloshing damper (ACSD). It has damping effects 
for all direction and this paper show that ASCD is valid by experiment results as new-
type sloshing damper for floating-type offshore wind turbine. 
 
2. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
 

 
Fig. 2 Experiment model 
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For experiment, this paper considered the model as Fig. 2 appears. Referring 
to Fig. 2, (a) is CAD model, (b) is section of model and (c) is actual model which was 
produced. In this study, the experiments were conducted repeatedly for five models 
which have different sizes. The size of each model is showed in Table 1. Models 
were made by acrylic and water was used as the fluid. 
 

Table 1 The size of models 
model A B C D E 

R1 [mm] 120 100 80 145 145 

R2 [mm] 170 170 170 195 220 

R2-R1 [mm] 50 70 90 50 70 

 

   
Fig. 3 Constitution of the experiment 

 
Fig. 3 indicates a constitution of the experiment. A random signal, white noise at 

0~25Hz, was offered to a shaker and it excites a horizontal vibration table. The 
acceleration was measured as the input signal by attaching an accelerometer to 
shaker-table connector. Force plate (strain gage-type) was installed on the horizontal 
vibration table and the damper was put on it. Force plate measures transmission 
force of the floor as output signal which is caused by sloshing of the water. The 
frequency response function (FRF) was calculated like Eq. (1) by using two signals; 
input and output signals, which are measured and we reviewed characteristics of 
ACSD. 
 () =  =   	                   (1) 

 
Table 2 Setup of FFT analyzer 

FFT analyzer 

span 12.5 Hz 

lines 800 

resolution 0.015625 Hz 

overlap 75 % 

average 20 



Table 3 Specifications of the equipment 

Accelerometer 
(Kistler 8310B10) 

Acc. range 10 g 

Force plate 
(OR6-7 2000) 

Capacity 4450 N 

Sensitivity, 5% 197 mV/g Sensitivity 0.34 mV/N 

Resolution 
(Threshold) 2830 μg Excitation max. 10 V 

Frequency 
response, 5% 0~180 Hz Hysteresis 0.2 % 

Noise typ. 
(0~100 Hz) 2000 μgrms 

Natural 
Frequency 370 Hz 

 Exciter 
(i220/SA1M) 

Freq. range DC~2500Hz 

Max. 
acceleration 203 m/s2 

Max. 
payload 200 kg 

 
Table 2 shows setup of the FFT analyzer and Table 3 shows specifications of 

the equipment used in experiment. The experiments were repeatedly carried out in 
increasing the height of water in ACSD from 90mm to 160mm, 10mm intervals. After 
that, we observed change of FRF and sloshing motion of the water. 
 
3. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

The graph of FRF for each model is as Fig. 4; (a) is A model, (b) is B model and 
(c), (d), (e) are C, D, E models. It shows response characteristics of ACSD according 
to depth. We can see that the first natural frequency of ACSD is also changed as 
other passive liquid damper devices, such as TLD and TLCD. Table 4 shows that the 
frequency is increased as depth is deeper. All of the devices show the same trend. 
Therefore, it was confirmed that ACSD can be also used to tuned liquid damper 
device. 

As shown in the Fig. 4, some models, B, C and E model, have the second 
natural frequency. The reason some models have the second frequency is 
considered that the value of R2-R1 is bigger than others. So the width of inner wall of 
ACSD and outer wall of ACSD is bigger, the sloshing mode for radial occurs. 
Compared with Fig. 4(a), (b) and (c); R2-R1 of A is 50mm, R2-R1 of B is 70mm and 
R2-R1 of C is 90mm, the value of FRF corresponding to the second natural frequency 
is distinguished by the width grows. However, it almost does not change. It is shown 
that the second natural frequency was not affected by changes of depth through the 
result of experiment. 
 

Table 2 The first natural frequency of each model according to depth 
depth 90mm 100mm 110mm 120mm 130mm 140mm 150mm 160mm 

model A 0.953Hz 1.000Hz 1.031Hz 1.062Hz 1.094Hz 1.125Hz 1.141Hz 1.156Hz 

model B 1.031Hz 1.078Hz 1.109Hz 1.141Hz 1.172Hz 1.203Hz 1.219Hz 1.250Hz 

model C 1.125Hz 1.156Hz 1.203Hz 1.234Hz 1.250Hz 1.281Hz 1.297Hz 1.313Hz 

model D 0.844Hz 0.867Hz 0.922Hz 0.938Hz 0.967Hz 1.000Hz 1.016Hz 1.031Hz 

model E 0.781Hz 0.828Hz 0.859Hz 0.891Hz 0.922Hz 0.938Hz 0.969Hz 0.984Hz 



 
Fig. 4 FRFs of several models 

 
Also, sloshing motion of water in ACSD could be seen by Fig. 5. It shows the 

first and second sloshing mode shape. As you can see in the Fig. 5(a), the first mode 
is sloped motion of surface of water. The second mode shown in the Fig. 5(b) is that 
the inner and outer circles which are formed annular surface slope alternately in 
opposite directions. As this result, we can expect that ACSD will become closer to a 
cylindrical damper device in accordance with a width between inner and outer wall. 



   
(a) 1st mode shape 

 

   
(b) 2nd mode shape 

Fig. 5 The natural sloshing mode of water in ACSD 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
     In this paper, we studied the new passive liquid damper device, annular 
cylindrical sloshing damper (ACSD), to propose a passive damper device for floating-
type offshore wind turbine. Through experiments, FRF of ACSD in accordance with 
the depth of water was obtained and the characteristics of ACSD were reviewed. To 
improve the reliability of test results we conduct experiments repeatedly for various 
models. As a result, the possibility that ACSD designed newly can be used to tuned 
liquid damper device has confirmed and we observed sloshing modes of ACSD. In 
case of spar-type floating offshore wind turbine, its substructure is mostly cylindrical. 
Therefore, ACSD we proposed is easily applied to spar-type floating offshore wind 
turbine. It is not needed to change shape of the substructure or tower. We think 
theoretical study about ACSD is needed. After finding theoretical evidences, we will 
compare with the theory and experiment results about sloshing natural frequencies of 
ACSD. Such studies are considered to prove results in this paper. 
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